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What are Chemistrie Sunlenses?
You’ll Never Look At Clip On Sunglasses The Same Way Again.
Chemistrie Sunlenses are click on sunlenses that preserve the style, comfort and performance of your 
original lenses and frames.
Once upon a time, clip-on sunglasses were the only alternative for lens wearers who wanted a simple 
way to change their primary pair of glasses into sunglasses. And for a time, traditional clip-on sunlenses 
did the best they could. Flip up styles were bulky and awkward-looking, over the frame snap-ons made 
eyewear heavier and often needed adjustment, spring mounted clip-ons used bulky, obvious fasteners… 
But the old clip-on did what it was supposed to do: Change regular lenses into sunlenses without having 
to buy a second pair of prescription glasses or sunglasses.

Chemistrie Sunlenses Change Everything You Know About Clip On Sunglasses 
Now, for the first time ever, your primary pair of lenses can become a fashionable, stylish, high-perfor-
mance pair of sunglasses—with the Chemistrie Lens Layering System. 
Chemistrie Sunleses are the first “click-on” sunlens—a durable, polarized sunglass product that clicks 
on top of your existing lenses, snugly and seamlessly, using virtually invisible magnets built into your 
primary lenses.  The result is a click-on sunlens that doesn’t look (or act) like a traditional clip-on at all; 
one that is practically invisible to anyone looking at you! See for yourself in this section of our website 
(www.eyenavision.com), and see how click-on sunlenses will change the way you look at clip-on eye-
wear forever.

Product Features & Benefits
Invented by a lifelong optician, Chemistrie Sunlenses change the way you look at traditional clip-on sun-
glasses by changing the way clip-on’s work, plain and simple.  Chemistrie Sunlenses click directly onto 
your existing lenses using virtually invisible built-in lens magnets. Think of this patent-pending magnetic 
lens layering system as a stylish lens accent that finally gives you clip-on (click on) sunlenses you’ll be 
proud to wear. Because almost no one can tell you’re wearing them!

Each Chemistrie Sunlenses product is custom-manufactured on an individual prescription basis—meaning 
your click-on sunlenses fit your original frames and lenses perfectly: No gaps, no twists, no bends. Your 
original stylish glasses can instantly become polarized sunlenses in a snap! Or a click.

Chemistrie Sunlenses are:
 Stylish: Fit virtually any frame or lens seamlessly* 
 Cool: 8 classic tints and 8 mirrored tints to choose from 
 Cost-effective: Choose one or several click-on sunlenses for different lighting conditions 
 Comfortable: Lightweight, perfectly fitted, easy-on, easy-off 
 High-quality: 100% titanium nose bridges, permanently embedded spool magnets 
 Trendy: Never-before seen style, with 12 Swarovski crystal accents available 
 Healthy: Polarized sunlenses cut harmful glare and increase visual clarity 
 Convenient: Click on, click off sunlenses store in a slim case, purse or shirt pocket 
Click’em on, click’em off, it really is that simple—all at a price that’s usually far lower than buying a sec-
ond pair of prescription sunglasses. 
*Chemistrie Sunlenses are manufactured for all lens materials except glass or acrylic.
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What makes Chemistrie different?
Change Your Lenses Without Changing Your Glasses!
That’s the Chemistrie Sunlenses difference.
You spend a lot of time and money choosing the perfect pair of frames for your prescription lenses and 
everyday eyewear. So when it comes to adding sunglasses to your life (and lifestyle), why not preserve 
the original style, performance and comfort of your original lenses and great frames? 

Chemistrie Sunlenes offer a smart, sexy, sensible alternative to buying an expensive second pair of pre-
scription sunglasses; or to wearing bulky, bendy clip-on sunlenses that everyone will notice. 
Because Chemistrie Sunlenses are really two pairs of lenses in one!
 1. Prescription lenses for everyday indoor use or specialized use 
 2. Attractive, custom-fitted click-on polarized sunlenses that look and feel as good as your every  
     day pair 

Seeing Is Believing
With our uniquely designed Chemistrie Point-Of-Purchase displays, it’s never been easier to close the 
sale.  All of our displays allow consumers to look, touch, and feel our products so that they can decide 
exactly what style they want.
Each display includes:
 •  16 different color lenses
 •  1 pair of demo frames
 •  1 crystal wheel
 •  Tools (pliers, bushings, etc.)
 •  Brochure with vouchers and registration cards

1-800-233-9637
www.LuzerneOptical.com

	 	 20%
Polarized	Sun	Lenses	 List	 Max.	Disc.
Solid colors (only Grey or Brown w/BSAR) $75.00 $60.00
Gradient colors w/BSAR $80.00 $64.00
Solid colors w/mirror & BSAR $85.00 $68.00

Specialty	Lenses
Reader lenses w/AR $95.00 $76.00
3-D Passive lenses $75.00 $60.00

POP	Display
Acrylic includes 2 FREE coupons
    for Solid Color Chemistrie Eyewear
    ($300.00 retail value) Net $250.00

	 	 20%
Services	 List	 Max.	Disc.
Profile 3-piece drill mounting countersink chassis* $42.50 $34.00
Retrofit existing lenses (allow min. 2 week turnaround) $150.00 $120.00
Reinsert 2 magnets for primary lens warranty replacement $15.00 $12.00
Swarovski Crystals with magnets (per pair) $ 7.50 $	6.00
Bridge replacement & remounting $20.00 $16.00
Multiple Pair Discount (orders must be placed at same time) $12.50 $10.00

* Please note:  All 3-piece drill mountings will systematically receive the Profile 3-piece drill mounting countersink process.
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